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INTRODUCTION
 .Let R be a commutative integral domain and let R* be its set of units.
 .  .2A matrix U in GL R for which U y I s 0 is called unipotent. It is2 2
 .clear that the unipotent matrices U in GL R are precisely those for2
which det U s 1 and tr U s 2. The simplest examples are the conjugates of
 .the elementary matrices I q rE and I q rE , where r g R. Let U R2 12 2 21 2
  ..  .  .resp. NE R be the subgroup resp. normal subgroup of GL R2 2
 .generated by the unipotent resp. elementary matrices. For each R-ideal
 .   .  ..q , we put SL R, q s Ker SL R ª SL Rrq , the principal congru-2 2 2
 .  .   ..ence subgroup of GL R of le¨el q. Let U R, q resp. NE R, q be the2 2 2
 .  .subgroup resp. normal subgroup of GL R generated by the unipotent2
 .  .   .  .resp. elementary matrices in SL R, q . By definition, U R, R s U R2 2 2
 .  ..and NE R, R s NE R . This paper is concerned with the structure of2 2
 .  .the quotient group U R, q rNE R, q . This very much depends on R.2 2
Let P be a principal ideal domain and let q be any P-ideal. It is well
 w x.known see, for example, 9, Theorem 1.11 that every unipotent matrix in
 .SL P, q is congruent to a matrix DE, modulo q , where E is an2
 .elementary matrix in SL P, q and D is a diagonal matrix of determinant2
 . w  .1 in SL P, q . Applying the so-called ``Whitehead Lemma'' 1, 1.72
x  .  .Proposition, p. 226 to D, it follows that U P, q s NE P, q .2 2
 .  . Equalities of the type U R, q s NE R, q can however hold for2 2
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ring of S-integers in a global field F, where S is a finite, non-empty set of
places of F, including all the archimedean places. Then A is a Dedekind
domain often called an arithmetic Dedekind domain or a Dedekind ring of
.  w x . w x w xarithmetic type . See 13, p. 489 . Liehl 6 and Vaserstein 17 have proved
 .  .that, when A* is infinite, the quotient group U A, q rNE A, q is finite,2 2
 .  .cyclic. Moreover they proved under the same hypothesis that U A s2
 .  ..  .  .NE A s SL A and that, for ``most'' A, U A, q s NE A, q , where2 2 2 2
q is any A-ideal. The simplest examples of A for which the latter equality
 . w xholds are in characteristic zero the ring Z 1rp , where Z is the ring of
 .rational integers and p is a rational prime, and in non-zero characteristic
w y1 xthe Laurent polynomial ring k t, t , where k is a finite field.
By a classical theorem of Dirichlet it follows that A* is finite if and only
 .if card S s 1. In characteristic zero therefore A* is finite if and only if
A s Z or A s O , the ring of integers of the imaginary quadratic numberd’ .field Q y d , where Q is the set of rational numbers and d is a
square-free, positive integer. Now Z is a Euclidean and hence principal
.  .  .ideal domain and so from the above U Z, q s NE Z, q , for all q. It2 2
w x follows immediately from a result of Serre 13, Corollaire 3, p. 516 as
wshown by Grunewald, Mennicke, and Vaserstein in the proof of 4,
x.Proposition 5.5 that there exists an epimorphism
f : U O rNE O ª Zn , .  .2 d 2 d
where n q 1 is the order of the ideal class group of O . It follows from thed
 .  .above that U O s NE O if and only if O is a principal ideal domain.2 d 2 d d
 w xIt is a classical result due to Stark 15 that the only such d are d s 1, 2, 3,
.7, 11, 19, 43, 67, and 163.
w xIt is known 13, p. 489 that arithmetic Dedekind domains of non-zero
characteristic with only finitely many units are of a single type. Such
domains form a subfamily of the class of rings we are primarily concerned
with in this paper. Let C be a smooth, projective curve over a field k,
which is absolutely connected, and let P be one of its closed points. By
w xvirtue of 16, I.1.15. Corollary, p. 6 we may assume that k is algebraically
closed in the function field, K, of C. In this case k is said to be the full
w x .  .constant field 16, p. 1 of K. Let C s C C, P, k be the coordinate ring of
wthe affine curve obtained by removing P from C. It is known 16, III.2, p.
x67 that C is a Dedekind domain with quotient field K. The simplest
w xexample is C s k t , the polynomial ring over k. It is also known that
C* s k*. When A has non-zero characteristic, it is known that A* is finite
 .if and only if A s C C, P, k , for some finite k.
Our principal result is the following.
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THEOREM A. Suppose that C has a finite ideal class group. Then, for
infinitely many C-ideals q , there exist non-empty index sets D and D, where0
D : D, such that0
 .  .i U C , q s ) W ,2 d
dgD
and
 .  .  .ii U C , q rNE C , q s ) W ,2 2 d
dgD 0
where, for all d g D,
W ( Vq,d
the additi¨ e group of a countably infinite dimensional ¨ector space V o¨er k.
w xIt is known 9, Sect. 3 , for example, that the ideal class group of C is
finite when k is finite or the genus of C is zero. In general some
restriction on the C-ideals for which our theorem holds is necessary. We
prove that a result like this does not hold for q s C when k has at least 4
elements.
Our next result shows that a version of Theorem A does exist for q s C
when k has at most 3 elements.
 .THEOREM B. Suppose that card k s 2 or 3. Let V be as abo¨e and let
m be the order of the ideal class group of C. Then there exist epimorphisms
m




 .  .  .ii s : U C rNE C ª ) W ,2 2 i
is2
where
W ( Vq 1 F i F m . .i
w xFrom this and a result of Grunewald, Mennicke, and Vaserstein 4 we
can prove the following
w xCOROLLARY C. Let k u, ¨ be the polynomial ring in u, ¨ o¨er k, where
 .card k s 2 or 3. Let V be as abo¨e. Then, for all positi¨ e integers n, there
exists an epimorphism
n
w x w xt : U k u , ¨ rNE k u , ¨ ª ) W , .  .2 2 i
is1
where
W s Vq 1 F i F n . .i
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We conclude with a detailed study of the example C s R s
w 2 2 xR x, y: x q y s 1 , where R is the set of real numbers. This example,
w xfirst studied by Milnor 12, Example 13.5, p. 128 , is of classical interest in
algebraic K-theory. It is known that R is of the required type and that the
 w x .ideal class group of R has 2 elements. See, for example, 9, Example 3.6 .
 .  .In this paper we prove that U R s NE R . This is in contrast with the2 2
corresponding situation for the class of rings O described above.d
All of our results are based on a fundamental structure theorem for
 . w xGL C due to Serre 14, Theorem 10, p. 119 . We require a matrix2
w xformulation of Serre's theorem for which 9 is a convenient reference. We
also require a number of standard results from the theory of algebraic
function fields. A very useful reference for most of this material is the
w xbook of Stichtenoth 16 . We adopt his notation as much as possible. As
 .usual let N denote the set of strictly positive integers.
 .``Large'' quotients arising from normal subgroups of GL R of the type2
described in this paper only occur when R has ``few'' units, for example,
when R s Z or C. When R has ``many'' units, quotients of this type are
usually ``small.'' Moreover for such R it is often possible to classify the
 .  .normal subgroups of GL R or larger classes of subgroups using special2
 .types of additive subgroups of R for example, R-ideals . Costa and Keller
w x3 have done this for arithmetic Dedekind domains with infinitely many
w xunits. Menal and Vaserstein 10, 11 have obtained similar classifications
 .for most not necessarily commutative stable range one rings.
1. SERRE'S THEOREM AND UNIPOTENT MATRICES
Let C, P, K, k, and C be as above. The closed points of C are in
one]one correspondence with the places of the function field Krk. For
each such point Q let O be the valuation ring of the correspondingQ
discrete valuation. Then C can be defined in the following way
C s C K , P , k s x g K : x g O , for all Q / P . 4 . Q
 w x .See 16, III.2. Definition, p. 67 .
Let
 4n : K ª Z j `
be the discrete valuation of K corresponding to P. We record a number of
basic properties of n .
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 .LEMMA 1.1. a Let x g C , where x / 0.
 .  .i n x F 0,
 .  .ii n x s 0 if and only if x g k*.
 .iii C* s k*.
 .b For each n G 0,
x g C : n x G yn 4 .
is a finite-dimensional ¨ector space o¨er k.
 . . wProof. Part a i follows from the product formula 16.I.4.11. Theorem,
x  .p. 18 . By the product formula n x s 0 if and only if
x g O , for all Q.Q
w xBy 16, I.1.19. Corollary, p. 8 it follows that x lies in the algebraic closure
 . .of k in K. But k is assumed to be algebraically closed in K. Parts a ii
 .and iii follow.
 . w xFor part b , see 16, I.4.9. Proposition, p. 18 .
w x  .As in 9, Sect. 1 we define a number of special subgroups of GL C2
each of which contains unipotent matrices.
DEFINITION 1.2. Let s g K* and n g N. For each g g k let








G ` s G ` s : a , b g k*, b g C , .  .D n  50 b
ns1
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iii .
2a q sc b y a s y cs .
G s s : a , b g k*, .n  c b y sc
w xc g C b y a , s , n c G yn , . 5
iv .
` 2a q sc b y a s y cs .
G s s G s s : a , b g k*, .  .D n  c b y scns1
w xc g C b y a , s .5
 .  .We now define subgroups of G ` and G s which consist entirely of
unipotent matrices.
DEFINITION 1.3. We define
1 bi U ` s : b g C .  .  50 1
21 q sc ycs y1 y2 w xii U s s : c g C l Cs l Cs s C 0, s . .  .  5c 1 y sc
wSince C is a Dedekind ring its ideal class group can be identified 12, p.
x  .  .14 with its Picard group, Pic C , and there is a natural surjective map
 .  .from K the quotient field of C to Pic C . In this way we can use the
 .elements of Pic C to represent the conjugacy classes of unipotent matri-
 .ces in GL C .2
 .LEMMA 1.4. Let the elements of Pic C be represented by
` and s l g L , .l
where s g K*.l
 .  .Let U be a unipotent matrix in GL C . Then there exists g g SL C such2 2
y1  . y1  .that either gUg g G ` or gUg g G s , for some unique l g L.l
w xProof. See 9, Theorem 1.11
 .To describe Serre's decomposition theorem for GL C we require2
some terminology from the theory of groups acting on trees.
 . w xLet G, Y be a graph of groups 14, p. 37 . This consists of a connected,
oriented graph Y with vertex and edge sets, vert Y and edge Y, respec-
tively, together with a rule which assigns groups to each vertex and edge of
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 .Y. For each edge e of Y there corresponds another edge e / e called the
 .in¨erse of e. The groups corresponding to a vertex ¨ resp. edge e of Y
 .are denoted by G resp. G . If u, ¨ are the end-points of an edge e there¨ e
are monomorphisms from G into G and G . In addition we havee u ¨
G s G , for all e g edge Y.e e
 .Associated with a graph of groups G, Y is its fundamental group
 . wp G, Y, T , whose definition involves a maximal subtree T of Y. See 14,1
x w x  .p. 42 . By 14, Proposition 20, p. 44 the definition of p G, Y, T is1
independent of the particular choice of T. In consequence the fundamental
 .group is usually denoted by p G, Y .1
As above we write the Picard group as
 4  4Pic C s ` j s : l g L , . l
 .where s g K* l g Ll
We now define a tree T , where0
 .  4  4a vert T s ¨ , ¨ j ¨ : l g L ,0 0 ` l
 .  4  4b edge T s e j e : l g L ,0 ` l
 .  .  .c the edge e resp. e joins ¨ and ¨ resp. ¨ , where l g L.l ` 0 l `
 .  .Let n and n l g L be positive integers and let H, T be a graph of` l 0
groups defined as
i H s G ` , ii H s G s , .  .  .  .¨ ¨ l` l
iii H s G ` , iv H s G s . .  .  .  .e n e n l` ` l l
 .Serre's theorem asserts that there exists a representation of Pic C of this
 .type, together with integers n and n l g L such that` l
 .  .  .THEOREM 1.5 Serre . GL C s p H, T .2 1 0
w xProof. For the original version see 14, Proposition 10, p. 109 . For this
w xmatrix formulation see 9, Theorem 1.12 .
 .Throughout most of this paper we will assume that Pic C is finite.
Serre's result however applies to any C.
2. THE PRINCIPAL RESULT
In this section we restrict mainly to subgroups of proper congruence
 .subgroups of GL C . Throughout this paper V denotes a countably2
infinite dimensional ¨ector space o¨er k.
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LEMMA 2.1. Let q be a proper C-ideal. Then, for all s g K* and all
n g N,
1 q
i U C , q l G ` s : q g q , n q G yn , .  .  .  .2 n  50 1
1 q
ii U C , q l G ` s : q g q , .  .  .2  50 1
21 q sq yqs y1 y2iii U C , q l G s s : q g q l q s l q s , .  .  .2 n  q 1 y sq
n q G yn , . 5
21 q sq yqs y1 y2iv U C , q l G s s : q g q l q s l q s . .  .  .2  5q 1 y sq
Proof. Let
2a q sc b y a s y cs .
X s
c b y sc
 .be an element of U C , q . Then det X s ab s 1 and tr X s a q b ' 22
 .mod q . Hence a q b s 2 and so a s b s 1. The rest follows.
COROLLARY 2.2. Let q be a non-zero, proper C-ideal. Then, for all
s g K*,
U C , q l G ` ( U C , q l G s ( Vq. .  .  .  .2 2
Proof. By Lemma 2.1,
U C , q l G ` ( qq and U C , q l G s ( Wq, .  .  .  .2 2
where W s q l q sy1 l q sy2 .
w xBy 16, III.2.9. Proposition, p. 70 the maximal ideals of the Dedekind
domain C are in one]one correspondence with the places of K other than
w xP. From this correspondence it is clear from 16, I.1.14. Proposition, p. 6
that
dim Crq - `. .k
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Now W contains a non-zero C-ideal and so it suffices to prove that C
itself has countably infinite dimension over k. This follows from Lemma
w x1.1 together with Riemann's theorem 16, I.4.17. Theorem, p. 21
 .DEFINITION 2.3. With the notation of Theorem 1.5, let S resp. S bel `
 .   .  .. a system of left coset representatives for GL C r U C , q .G s resp.2 2 l
 .   .  ...GL C r U C , q .G ` , where l g L. We define2 2
U q s ) g U C , q l G s gy1 l g L .  .  .  . . .l 2 l
ggSl
and
U q s ) g U C , q l G ` gy1 . .  .  . . .` 2
ggS`
We now come to our principal result.
 .  4THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that Pic C is finite. Let V s L j ` . Then,
for infinitely many C-ideals q , there exist S , where m g V, such thatm
 .  .  .i U C , q s ) U q2 m
mgV
and
 .  .  .  .ii U C , q rNE C , q s ) U q .2 2 l
lgL
Proof. We continue our use of the notation of Theorem 1.5. Let
V s c g C : n c G yn m g V . .  . 4m m
 .By Lemma 1.1 b , V is a finite-dimensional vector space over k and so bym
w x7, Lemma 3.1 there exist infinitely many non-zero ideals q such that
 4q l V s 0 .D m 5
mgV
 .  .Let q be one such ideal. By Lemma 2.1 i , iii0
 4U C , q l G ` s U C , q l G s s I , .  .  .  .2 0 n 2 0 n l 2` l
for all l g L.
w xWe now apply the subgroup theorem 2, Theorem 27, p. 211 for the
 .  .fundamental group of a graph of groups to the normal subgroup U C , q2 0
 .of GL C . By Theorem 1.5 there exist S , where m g V, such that2 m
U C , q s ) U q ) H , .  .2 0 m 0 /
mgV
where H is a group.
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 .  .Let N be the normal subgroup of U C , q generated by U q ,0 2 0 m 0
w xwhere m g V. Then by 9, Lemma 2.1 N is the normal subgroup of0
 .  .  .  .  .GL C generated by U C , q l X, where X s G ` or G s l g L .2 2 0 l
 .Now, by definition, U C , q is generated by unipotent matrices in2 0
 .SL C , q . By Lemmas 1.4 and 2.1 therefore2 0
U C , q s N .2 0 0
and so
H s 1.
 .Part i follows.
 . w x  .For part ii we note that by 9, Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.1 ii the
 .  .  .normal subgroup of U C , q generated by U q is NE C , q .2 0 ` 0 2 0
 .COROLLARY 2.5. Suppose that Pic C is finite. Then, for infinitely many
q , there exist non-empty index sets D and D , where D : D, such that0 0
 .  .i U C , q s ) W ,2 d
dgD
and
 .  .  .ii U C , q rNE C , q s ) W ,2 2 d
dgD 0
where
W ( Vq d g D . .d
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.2.
 .We note two important cases for which Pic C is finite.
 .  . wa The case where k is finite. When k is finite Pic C is finite by 9,
xTheorem 3.3; 16, V.1.3, p. 159 . Here each V is a finite set and so them
number of ideals q for which
 4q l V / 0D m /
mgV
is finite. Theorem 2.4 applies in this case to all but finitely many ideals.
 . wb The genus zero case. Suppose that the genus 16, I.4.15. Defini-
x  .  .  wtion, p. 21 of K or C is zero. Then Pic C is finite. See 9, Theorems
x .3.3, 3.4 . We consider in detail an important example of this type which we
return to later on in the paper.
 .Let K s k t , the rational function field over any field k. Then k has
w xgenus zero by 16, I.4.18. Example, p. 22 . Let f be an irreducible
 . polynomial of degree d g N over k. When, for example, k is finite it is a
.classical result that irreducible polynomials of e¨ery degree exist. Now let
g
w x  4A s : g g k t , deg g F nd, n g N j 0 .f n 5f
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Then it is easily seen that
A s C C , P , k , .f 0 0
where C is the projective line over k and P is the point whose0 0
 . w  .xcorresponding place in k t is determined by f. By 9, Theorem 3.4 ii
Pic A ( ZrdZ. .f
For Corollary 2.5 to hold some restriction on q is necessary. This is an
immediate consequence of the following.
LEMMA 2.6. Let
G s ) A ,f
fgF
 .where A is abelian f g F .f
Then no non-tri¨ ial subgroup of G is perfect.
Proof. Let S be a perfect subgroup of G. By the Kurosh subgroup
theorem,
S s ) S ) F ,c /
cgC
where F is a free group and each S is a subgroup of a conjugate ofc
some A .f
Let M ab denote the abelianization of an arbitrary group M. Then
Sab s F ab = S . c /
cgC
abBut S s 1 and so F s S s 1. Hence S s 1.c
 .  .COROLLARY 2.7. Suppose that card k G 4. Then U O is not a free2
product of abelian groups.
 .Proof. It is a classical result that SL k is generated by elementary2
matrices, since k is a field. It follows that
SL k F U C . .  .2 2
Choose r g k* such that r 2 / 1. Let x g k. Then
y1r 0 r 01 y 1 yy1 x s ,y10 1 0 r0 r 0 1 0 1
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 2 .y1  .where y s x r y 1 . It follows that SL k is perfect. We now apply2
Lemma 2.6.
wCorollary 2.7 contradicts an assertion made in the proof of 4, Proposi-
xtion 5.6 .
The purpose of the next section is to show that a result similar to
 .Corollary 2.5 does hold for the case q s C when card k F 3.
3. VERY SMALL CONSTANT FIELDS
DEFINITION 3.1. For each s g K* and n g N we define
1 bU ` s : b g C , n b G yn .  .n  50 1
and
21 q sc ycs y1 y2U s s : c g C l Cs l Cs , n c G yn . .  .n  5c 1 y sc
LEMMA 3.2. Let s g K* and n g N. Then there exist epimorphisms of
.groups
f : U ` ª Vq, i .  .
such that
U ` F Ker f , .n
and
c : U s ª Vq, ii .  .
such that
U s F Ker c . .n
Proof. From the proof of Corollary 2.2,
U s ( Wq, .
where W s C l Csy1 l Csy2 , a countably infinite dimensional k-vector
 .space. By Lemma 1.1 b the subset
W s x g W : n x G yn 4 .0
is a finite-dimensional subspace of W. Hence there exists an epimorphism
 .of k-vector spaces
c : W ª V0
 .such that W F Ker c . The proof of part i is identical.0 0
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 .   ..THEOREM 3.3. Let card k s 2 or 3 and let m s card Pic C . Then
there exist epimorphisms
m




ii t : U C rNE C ª ) W , .  .  .2 2 i
is2
where
W ( Vq 1 F i F m . .i
 w x  .Proof. We recall 9, Theorem 3.3 that Pic C is finite when k is
.finite. Our proof is based on Theorem 1.5.
 .We represent Pic C by
`, s , . . . , s ,1 my1
 .where s g K* 1 F i F m y 1 . In the notation of Theorem 1.5 we takei
 4L s 1, . . . , m y 1 .
 . Every value of k* is the determinant of a matrix in G ` . See, for
w x .  .example, 8, Corollary 3.2 . This is also true for each G s , wherei
1 F i F m y 1. Since k is finite we may assume that the integers n and`
 .n 1 F j F m y 1 are large enough to ensure that each of the subgroupsj
 .  .G ` and G s , where 1 F j F m y 1, also has this property.n n j` j
 .Let N s SL C . Then it follows from this assumption that2
N ? G ` s N ? G s s GL C , .  .  .n n j 2` j
 .where 1 F j F m y 1. By Theorem 1.5, GL C is the fundamental group2
 . w xof a graph of groups, p H, T . Applying 2, Theorem 27, p. 211 to the1 0
 .  .normal subgroup N of GL C , it follows that2
N s p L, T , .1 0
 .where as in Theorem 1.5 T is a tree with0
 4  4vert T s ¨ , ¨ j ¨ , . . . , ¨0 0 ` 1 my1
and
 4  4edge T s e j e , . . . , e .0 ` 1 my1
 .  .The edge e resp. e joins ¨ and ¨ resp. ¨ , where 1 F j F m y 1.j ` 0 j `
The assignment L of groups to the vertices and edges of T is as follows0
i L s G ` l N , ii L s G s l N , .  .  .  .¨ ¨ j` j
iii L s G ` l N , iv L s G s l N , .  .  .  .e n e n j` ` j j
where 1 F j F m y 1. We denote L by L .¨ 00
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 .We now apply the hypothesis card k F 3. By the above we have
 .  .  .a G ` l N s Z = U ` ,
 .  .  .b G ` l N s Z = U ` ,n n` `
 .  .  .c G s l N s Z = U s ,j j
 .  .  .d G s l N s Z = U s ,n j n jj j
 4where Z s "I and 1 F j F m y 1.2
Let W , . . . , W be m copies of Vq. By Lemma 3.2 there exist epimor-1 m
phisms
r : G ` l N ª W , .1 1
such that
G ` l N F Ker r , .n 1`
and
r : G s l N ª W .j j jq1
such that
G s l N F Ker r .n j jj
 .  .1 F j F m y 1 . Since N s p L, T we can extend these maps to an1 0
epimorphism
m
r : N ª ) Wi
is1
 .in the natural way. We define r to be trivial on L .0
Now
G ` l N F U C and G s l N F U C , .  .  .  .2 j 2
 .where 1 F j F m y 1. We now restrict r to U C to get the required2
 .map. Part i follows.
 .For part ii we replace r above with the trivial map1
rU : G ` l N ª W . .1 1
 .Extending this new set of maps as above and restricting to U C we2
obtain the epimorphism t .
 w x.Theorem 3.3 has some implications for the structure of U k u, ¨ ,2
w xwhere k u, ¨ is the polynomial ring in variables u, ¨ over k.
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 .COROLLARY 3.4. Suppose that card k s 2 or 3. For all n g N, there
exists an epimorphism
n
w x w xs : U k u , ¨ rNE k u , ¨ ª ) W , .  .n 2 2 i
is1
where
W ( Vq 1 F i F n . .i
 . w xProof. Let P ¨ be a polynomial in k ¨ of odd degree 2 g q 1, where
  ..g g N, which is not a square in k ¨ and let
w xA s k u , ¨ rI ,
 . 2  .  .where I is the principal ideal generated by a u y P ¨ , when card k s
 . 2  .  .3, and b u q u y P ¨ , when card k s 2. Then A is an integral
domain.
 .  .Now let Q be the quotient field of A. Then Q s F y , where F s k x
2  .  . 2  .  .and y s P x , when card k s 3, or y q y s P x , when card k s 2. It
<  . <follows that Q: k x s 2 and hence that Q is a hyperelliptic function field
 w x . w  . xover k. See 16, VI.2, p. 193 . By 16, VI.2.3, Proposition c , p. 194 ,
w x together with the discussion on 16, p. 195 , the pole of x regarded as a
 ..place of k x extends to only one place, P*, say, of Q. It is easily seen
that A is the intersection of the valuation rings of all the places of Q,
apart from that of P*. From remarks made at the beginning it follows that
A s C Q, P*, k . .
 wLet J be the group of divisor classes of Q of degree zero. See 16, V.1.2.
x . wDefinition, p. 159 . Now the place P* has degree one 16, I.1.13. Definition
 . x w xb , p. 6 and so, using a standard short exact sequence 14, p. 104 , it
follows that
Pic A ( J . .
w x  .  . By 5 , card J is unbounded as g increases . I am indebted to Professor
.R. W. K. Odoni for bringing this paper to my attention. For all n g N
therefore there exists A and a epimorphism
n
c : U A rNE A ª ) W , .  .n 2 2 i
is1
 .by Theorem 3.3 ii .
w xThe natural map p : k u, ¨ ª A extends to a homomorphism
w xf : GL k u , ¨ ª GL A . .2 2
and this restricts to a homomorphism
Ã w xf : U k u , ¨ ª U A . . .2 2
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Ã w xSince A is a Dedekind domain, f is surjective by 4, Lemma 5.3 . The
result follows.
w xIn 4, Proposition 5.6 Grunewald, Mennicke, and Vaserstein assert that
 w x.there is an epimorphism from U k u, ¨ onto a free product of an2
arbitrary finite number of groups, each of which is isomorphic to Vq,
where k is any finite field. However, their proof contains the incorrect
 .assertion that U C is such a free product, when C is in a hyperelliptic2
 .function field over any finite field . This has already been shown to be
false in Corollary 2.7.
4. MILNOR'S EXAMPLE
In our final section we provide an example C for which
 .  .i Pic C is finite, non-trivial, and
 .  .  .ii U C s NE C .2 2
This contrasts with the equivalent situation for the class of rings O ,d’ . where O is the ring of integers of the number field Q y d withd
.  .d g N . As discussed in the Introduction it is known that U O /2 d
 .  .NE O , when Pic O is non-trivial.2 d d
This example is a special case of a type introduced in Section 2. Let C0
be the projective line over R, the set of real numbers. Here the function
 .field is R t which we denote by K . Let0
p t s t 2 q 1, .
 4and let n : K ª Z j ` be the corresponding discrete valuation.0 0
 .Let P be the point of C corresponding to p or n . We put0 0 0
R s C C , P , R .0 0
g
w x  4s : g g R t , deg g F 2n , n g N j 0 .n 5p
 2 .  2 .  2 .Identifying x with 2 tr 1 q t and y with 1 y t r 1 q t , it is clear
that
2 2R ( R x , y : x q y s 1 .
The ring R is of classical interest in algebraic K-theory since it is one of
 w x.the first examples of a ring R shown by Milnor 12, Example 13.5, p. 128
 .to have non-trivial SK R .1
w xBy 9, Corollary 3.5 we have
Pic R ( Zr2Z, .
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 .and we may represent the elements of Pic R by
` and t .
 w x .See 9, Example 3.6 .
 . LEMMA 4.1. Let U g GL R be unipotent. Then U is conjugate o¨er2
 ..SL R to a matrix of one of the following types:2
1 bi , where b g R; . 0 1
21 q ct yct y1 y2ii , where c g R l Rt l Rt . .
c 1 y ct
Proof. This follows from Lemma 1.4.
We note that here R l Rty1 l Rty2 s R l Rty2 .
Let O be the valuation ring of n . Then we have0 0
f
w xO s : f , g g R t , p ¦ g .0  5g
 .   ..The group GL K and hence GL R acts on X in the usual way,2 0 2
where X s K 2.0
DEFINITION 4.2. Let M be an O -module of rank 2 contained in X.0
Then
Stab M s g g GL K : g M s M . 4 .  .  .2 0
We make use of the standard basis of X, which consists of
e s 1, 0 and e s 0, 1 . .  .1 2
DEFINITION 4.3. Let M be the rank 2, O -submodule of X spanned by0 0
te q e and pe .1 2 1
 .  .Our proof that U R s NE R is based on a number of properties of2 2
 .Stab M .0
LEMMA 4.4. Let
0 y1g s g SL O , . .0 2 01 yt
a bg s g GL R , .2c d
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and
a9 b9y1g g g s ,0 0 c9 d9
 . 2where a9 s d q ct, b9 s yc, c9 s yb q t d y a q t c, and d9 s a y ct.
 .Then g g Stab M if and only if0
n a9 G 0, n b9 G y1, n c9 G 1, and n d9 G 0. .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
Proof. Let L be the O -submodule of X spanned by0
e and pe .1 2
 .  . y1  .Then g M s L and so g g Stab M if and only if g g g g Stab L .0 0 0 0 0
LEMMA 4.5.
a b 2 .  .  .i g Stab M l GL R , for all a , b g R, with a q0 2yb a
b 2 / 0.
2 y1 y1a q g t p g tp
 .  .  .ii g Stab M l GL R , where0 2y1 2 y1g tp b y g t p
g s b y a , for all a , b g R*.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 4.4.
We now come to less elementary properties.
 .  .  .  .LEMMA 4.6. i Stab M l GL R ( GL R .0 2 2
 .  .  .  .ii Stab M l SL R ( SL R ,0 2 2
a b 2 2 .  .  .iii Stab M l GL R s : a , b g R, a q b / 0 .0 2  5yb a
 .Proof. There is an epimorphism of rings
f : R ª R,
defined by
f c s c 0 , .  .
 .and this extends to a group homomorphism.
Ãf : GL R l Stab M ª GL R . .  .  .2 0 2
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ÃWe show that f is an isomorphism. We note that, from the definition,
Ãdet f T s det T , .  . .
for all T.
Ã .a f is injecti¨ e. Let
a b Ãg s g Ker f .
c d
From Lemma 4.4,
n c9 G 1, .0
 . 2 y1where c9 s yb q t d y a q t c. Now c9p g R l O and so, by Lemma0
1.1,
b s t d y a q t 2c q m p , .
Ã .for some m g R. Since f g s I , it follows that2
m s 0
 .and hence by Lemma 4.4 that
d q ct )y1g g g s .0 0 0 a y ct
The elements a9 s d q ct and d9 s a y ct are the eigenvalues of g and so
 .a9, d9 g R since R is a Dedekind domain . But a9d9 s det g g R*. Thus
 .a9, d9 g R*, since R* s R* by Lemma 1.1 iii . Thus
2a q ct b y a t y ct .
g s .
c b y ct
Ã .Note that det g s ab. Again f g s I and so2
a s b s 1 and c 0 s 0. .
 .By Lemma 4.4, n c G y1 and so0
r t 2 q s t
c s ,
p
for some r, s g R. If c / 0, then ct 2 f R. It follows that c s 0 and hence
that
Ã  4Ker f s I .2
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Ã Ã .  .b f is surjecti¨ e. Let H s Im f . By Lemma 4.5, H contains all
the matrices
a b g 0
and ,yb a 0 d
where a , b g R, a 2 q b 2 / 0, and g , d g R*. It follows that H contains a




for some y g R*. Note that H contains, for example,
y14 01 1 2 0 1 y2 .y1 /y1 1 0 1 2 1 0 5
x
Let x g R*, where x / "y, and let g s 1 q . Then
y
y1g 0 1 y 1 yyg 0 1 xs
0 10 1 0 1 0 10 1
 .belongs to H. It is well known that GL R is generated by matrices of the2
type
g 01 x 0 y1, , ,
0 1 1 0 0 1
 .where x g R and g g R*. Part i follows.
Ã .  .  .Part ii follows from i since f preserves determinants. Part iii
 .follows from Lemma 4.5 i .
 .  .THEOREM 4.7. i Pic R ( Zr2Z,
 .  .  .ii NE R s U R .2 2
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 it suffices to prove that
21 q ct yctU c s g NE R , .  .2c 1 y ct
for all c g R l Rty2 .




 .where r g R and hence SL R . In particular,2
a b
g N ,yb a
2 2  .for all a , b g R, where a q b s 1. By Lemma 4.6 iii
 4Stab M l N g "I . .0 2
 .  .Since PSL R is simple it follows from Lemma 4.6 ii that2
Stab M l SL R F N. .  .0 2
In particular
a q dt d
W a s g N , . y1d a y dt
 y1 . y1for all a g R*, where d s t a y a p . We note the identities
y11 yc a ydy1 y1g U c g s and g W a g s . .  .0 0 0 00 1 0 a
Let c g R l Rty2 and let c9 s cr3. Using these identities it is easily
verified that
y1 y11 1W U c9 W U c9 s U c . .  .  . . .  . .2 2
 .It follows from the above that U c g N.
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